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About This Game

From the creators of Epic Battle Simulator, comes Epic Battle Simulator 2, the most accurate battle simulation game !

Form your strategies, choose your troops and place them wisely on the battlefield and beat every opponent !
Play against levels, custom and real-time multiplayer !

You can now totally improve your army, watch ragdoll effects and play multiplayer mode, created just for you with advanced
matchmaking algorithms.

With the improved graphics and the enhanced intelligence of the bots, you can now experience ultimate battle simulations !

Features:
- Ragdoll and physics effects !
- Advanced army placement !

- Army upgrade up to three levels, with awesome gear and stats improvements !
- Advanced multiplayer ranking system for better matchmaking and custom leader-board !

- Well-made, improved graphics to make the battle cooler that ever !
- Smarter troops to achieve the most accurate battle simulation !

- Awesome sounds and music variety !

New troops added every week! Got a suggestion? Send us a message and maybe the new troop will be yours!!
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Title: Epic Battle Simulator 2
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Rappid Studios
Publisher:
Rappid Studios
Release Date: 2 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2

Processor: 2 GHz or Faster

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 3000

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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Broken... This DLC seems great until you get to the second tier of abilities (1 hour of gameplay). Then you run into crash after
crash, with the goop's signature abilities causing the game to immediately crash to desktop. These aren't rare occurances. This is
an essential part of the DLC that does not work. This is also how you know that it wasn't playtested before launch.

Given the main game still has numerous game breaking bugs and poor performance lategame even on good machines. This
should come as no surprise.

To top it off, development for this game has stalled at the moment. Meaning for the meantime, this DLC is a waste of money.
Until they fix the crash bugs, it's not even funtional, and arguably a scam for them to even charge for it in it's present state.
There has been dozen's of bugs regarding this DLC posted on the bug forum since several months back, none of which have
been fixed.

tl;dr
Don't buy this DLC. It does not work.. An outstanding and innovative experience that is possibly the worlds first example of a
new genre of Virtual Reality cinematography,

A narrative experience- no interaction- that is throughly gripping and a preview of what to expect in the next 4-5 years. What is
not real-time now- will soon be full realtime interactive. This will set a few imaginations alight as to the possibilities and sheer
scope of what future VR worlds can and will be.

A must purchase. Look foward to episode Two.

And props must be given for cross-platform support for both VIVE and OCULUS. You think you can beat me in 123?. well
worth the 4 bucks...having more fun with this than friday the 13th game :). Milestone is getting lazier and lazier. You would
think with each new game they would be getting better at what they are doing, but no. Not in this case. There aren't many big
things wrong with the game except the whips, which are better than they were before, but they are still bad. Its the little issues
that ruin this game. And this game has quite a few. You would think using Unreal Engine 4, it would perform well, but this is
not the case. This game runs terribly. My PC is more than capable to play this game. I can play GTA 5 at 4k max settings and
keep a consistent 60. Some of the little issues are that when you touch a tuff block, you crash. Its insane. No one with any sort of
skill would fall off a bike touching a tuff block. The game cuts your power when it thinks you will blowout. And every time it
has done that to me, I wouldn't have blownout. Another issue is that you have to beat the entire game to unlock everything in the
compound. This is silly. Its the compound, it should be a place that's open and free, but instead I have to play hours and hours
against the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665AI to earn my freedom.

Overall: This game is boring and lazily made, don't buy it.. The game has nice graphics, but it's simply not fun.

It's extremely repetitive, even for a bullet hell type of game, and controller support is mediocre. The menus use a virtual cursor
mouse which is big red flag, and in game it simply doesn't feel right. You also need a mouse for the installation process.

Not recommended.. Those stormtroopers grenading everything in site is very gratifying XD
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It's great! A little pricey, but you can get it on a sale

I've looked through everything this guide has to offer, and I'm still not tired of it yet! The concept art is cool, the vehicle
manifestation is amazing and the backstory is great!

The one thing I would ask for is a manifestation of Soban and Khaaneph vehicles. That would make it more complete for me.

This is a MUST GET!!. This game is really fun when you have workers but when your by your self its hard but still fun free
game. Grinding on this game is just insane. Captain dialogue gets really old, really quick, and they do not offer a skip\/cut
feature. Could not even finish the game, which never happens for me.. The game needs more polishing. It looks bad. I am a very
picky person when i play video games. There are only a few games i have played through. This is one of them.
Great artstyle, funny characters (that don't feel like they are there just for the sake of being there), a memorable story and a
soundtrack that keeps me from killing myself.
I recommend this game to everyone who has a steam account, free time and a few bucks to spend
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